ABSTRACT. We introduce a non-commutative generalization of the notion of (approximately proper) equivalence relation and propose the construction of a "quotient space". We then consider certain one-parameter groups of automorphisms of the resulting C*-algebra and prove the existence of KMS states at every temperature. In a model originating from Thermodynamics we prove that these states are unique as well. We also show a relationship between maximizing measures (the analogue of the Aubry-Mather measures for expanding maps) and ground states. In the last section we explore an interesting example of phase transitions.
theory developed in the previous sections, enhanced by the use of Ruelle's Perron-Frobenius Theorem, in order to show uniqueness of KMS states at every temperature.
Ground states are studied next and a general characterization of those states which factor through a certain conditional expectation is obtained in terms of the support of the corresponding measure.
In the last two sections of the paper we show a relationship between maximizing measures (the analogue of the Aubry-Mather measures for expanding maps) and ground states, and we explore an interesting example related to phase transitions.
Our construction of the C*-algebra for an approximately proper equivalence relation should be viewed as a non-commutative generalization of the groupoid C*-algebra [Re1] for the groupoids treated by Renault in [Re2] and [Re3] . In the special case of approximately proper equivalence relations over commutative algebras, under the assumption that certain conditional expectations are of index-finite type, an assumption which we make from section (6) onwards, our situation actually becomes identical to some situations discussed by Renault in the above mentioned articles. Unlike Renault we do not treat these situations employing groupoids techniques but there is nevertheless a significant overlap in our conclusions.
The first named author wishes to acknowledge fruitful discussions with Jean Renault, Chris Skau, and Anatoly Veshik on topics related to equivalence relations in the commutative setting.
Approximately proper equivalence relations.
In order to motivate the construction to be made here consider a compact Hausdorff space X equipped with an equivalence relation R.
When the quotient X/R is a Hausdorff space we will say that R is a proper equivalence relation in which case the C*-algebra of continuous complex functions on X/R, which we denote as C(X/R), is canonically *-isomorphic to the subalgebra C(X; R) of C(X) formed by the functions which are constant on each equivalence class.
On the other hand, given any closed unital *-subalgebra A ⊆ C(X) define the equivalence relation R A on X by (x, y) ∈ R A ⇔ ∀f ∈ A, f (x) = f (y).
It is then easy to see that R A is proper and that C(X; R A ) = A. In other words, the correspondence R → C(X; R) is a bijection between the set of all proper equivalence relations on X and the collection of all closed unital *-subalgebras of C(X). This could be used to give a definition of "proper equivalence relations" over a "non-commutative space", that is, a non-commutative C*-algebra: such a relation would simply be defined to be a closed unital *-subalgebra.
This scenario is undoubtedly very neat but it ignores some of the most interesting equivalence relations in Mathematics, most of which are not proper. Consider, for example, the tail-equivalence relation on Bernouli's space. The fact that the equivalence classes are dense implies that C(X; R) consists solely of the constant functions. So in this case the subalgebra C(X; R) says nothing about the equivalence relation we started with.
Fortunately some badly behaved equivalence relations, such as the example mentioned above, may be described as limits of proper relations, in the following sense: 2.1. Definition. An equivalence relation R on a compact Hausdorff space X is said to be approximately proper if there exists an increasing sequence of proper equivalence relations {R n } n∈AE such that R = n∈AE R n .
We should perhaps say that we adopt the convention according to which AE = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Also, we view equivalence relations in the strict mathematical sense, namely as subsets of X × X, hence the set theoretical union above.
Given {R n } n∈AE as above consider for each n the subalgebra R n = C(X; R n ). Since R n ⊆ R n+1 we have that R n ⊇ R n+1 . Since each R n may be recovered from R n we conclude the decreasing sequence {R n } n∈AE encodes all of the information present in the given sequence of equivalence relations. We may then generalize to a non-commutative setting as follows: 2.2. Definition. An approximately proper equivalence relation on a unital C*-algebra A is a decreasing sequence {R n } n∈AE of closed unital *-subalgebras. For convenience we will always assume that R 0 = A.
It is our goal in this section to introduce a C*-algebra which is supposed to be the non-commutative analog of the quotient space by an approximately proper equivalence relation. A special feature of our construction is that the resulting algebra is often non-commutative even when the initial algebra A is commutative.
In order to carry on with our construction it seems that we are required to choose a sequence of faithful conditional expectations {E n } n∈AE defined on A with E n (A) = R n and E n+1 • E n = E n+1 for every n.
Throughout this section, and most of this work, we will therefore fix a C*-algebra A, an approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE , and a sequence E = {E n } n∈AE of conditional expectations as above.
2.3. Definition. The Toeplitz algebra of the pair (R, E), denoted T (R, E), is the universal C*-algebra generated by A and a sequence {ê n } n∈AE of projections (self-adjoint idempotents) subject to the relations: (i)ê 0 = 1, (ii)ê n+1ên =ê n+1 , (iii)ê n aê n = E n (a)ê n , for all a ∈ A and n ∈ AE.
When an element a ∈ A is viewed in T (R, E) we will denote it by a. At first glance it is conceivable that the relations above imply that a = 0 for some nonzero element a ∈ A. We will soon show that this never happens so that we may identify A with its copy within T (R, E), and then we will be allowed to drop the underlining notation.
Notice that (2.3.ii) says that theê n form a decreasing sequence of projections. Also, by taking adjoints in (2.3.iii), we conclude thatê n aê n =ê n E n (a) as well. It follows that eachê n lies in the commutant of R n .
2.4. Proposition. Given n, m ∈ AE and a, b, c, d ∈ A one has that
If n ≥ m the conclusion follows by taking adjoints. ⊓ ⊔ 2.5. Definition. For each n ∈ AE we will denote byK n the closed linear span of the set {aê n b : a, b ∈ A}.
By (2.4) we see that for i ≤ n one has that bothK iKn andK nKi are contained inK n . In particular eachK n is a C*-subalgebra of T (R, E).
We now need a concept borrowed from [E1: 3.6] and [E2: 6.2]:
for all x ∈K n will be called an n-redundancy. The closed two-sided ideal of T (R, E) generated by the elements k 0 + · · · + k n , for all n-redundancies (k 0 , . . . , k n ), will be called the redundancy ideal .
We now arrive at our main new concept: 2.7. Definition. The C*-algebra of the pair (R, E), denoted C * (R, E), is defined to be the quotient of T (R, E) by the redundancy ideal. Moreover we will adopt the following notation:
(i) The quotient map from T (R, E) to C * (R, E) will be denoted by q.
(ii) The image ofê n in C * (R, E) will be denoted by e n , (iii) The image ofK n in C * (R, E) will be denoted by K n .
It is clear that K n is the closed linear span of q(A)e n q(A).
A faithful representation.
In this section we will provide a faithful representation of C * (R, E) which will, among other things, show that the natural maps A → T (R, E) and A → C * (R, E) are injective.
For n ∈ AE consider the right Hilbert R n -module M n obtained by completing A under the R n -valued
The canonical map assigning each a ∈ A to its class in M n will be denoted by
It is obviously a right R n -module map. For each a in A one may prove that the the correspondence
may be shown to be an injective *-homomorphism from A to L(M n ) (recall that the E n are supposed faithful) and whenever convenient we will use it to think of A as subalgebra of L(M n ). We will denote byě n the projection in L(M n ) obtained by continuously extending the correspondence i n (x) → i n (E n (x)) to the whole of M n .
Given any two vectors ξ, η ∈ M n we will denote by Ω ξ,η the "generalized rank-one compact operator" on M n given by
3.1. Proposition. Given a, b ∈ A one has that aě n b * = Ω in(a),in (b) . Therefore the closed linear span of the set {aě n b * : a, b ∈ A} is precisely the algebra of generalized compact operators on M n . This algebra will be denoted byǨ n .
Proof. For
The following is an important algebraic relation:
3.2. Proposition. For every n ∈ AE and every a ∈ A one has thať e n aě n = E n (a)ě n =ě n E n (a).
Soě n aě n = E n (a)ě n . Thatě n aě n =ě n E n (a) follows by taking adjoints.
⊓ ⊔
We now wish to see how do the M n 's relate to each other.
3.3. Proposition. For every n ∈ AE there exists a continuous R n+1 -linear map j n : M n → M n+1 such that j n (i n (a)) = i n+1 (a) for all a ∈ A. Moreover for any ξ, η ∈ M n one has that
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Proof. For every a ∈ A we claim that i n+1 (a) ≤ i n (a) . In fact
We will denote by L ∞ the inductive limit of the sequence
. It follows that if we identify L(M n ) with its image in L (M n+1 ) under Φ n the two corresponding copies of A will be identified with each other via the identity map. Therefore A sits inside of L ∞ in a canonical fashion.
We now claim thatě n+1 ≤ Φ n (ě n ) for all n ∈ AE. In fact, for all a ∈ Ǎ
Within L ∞ we then get a decreasing sequence of projections consisting of the images of theě n in the inductive limit, which we will still denote byě n .
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section whose main purpose is to give a concrete realization of the so far abstractly defined C * (R, E).
Theorem. (i)
There exists a unique *-homomorphismπ :
(ii)π vanishes on the redundancy ideal and so factors through C * (R, E) providing a *-homomorphism
such that π(e n ) =ě n and π(q(a)) = a, where q is the quotient map from T (R, E) to C * (R, E).
(iii) π is injective and hence C * (R, E) is isomorphic to the sub-C*-algebra of L ∞ generated by A and all of theě n .
Proof. The first point follows from (3.2), the fact that theě n are decreasing, and the universal property of T (R, E).
Addressing (ii) all we must show is thatπ vanishes on any element of the form
because aê n b lies inK n . This shows thatπ(s) = 0 and hence proves (ii).
In order to proceed we must now prove that the restriction ofπ to eachK n is injective. For this purpose recall from [Wa: 2.2 .9] thatǨ n is precisely the unreduced C*-basic construction relative to E n and thus possesses the universal property described in [Wa: 2.2.7] . The correspondence
together with the idempotentê n gives by (2.3.iii) a covariant representation of the conditional expectation E n , according to Definition 2.2.6 in [Wa] . Therefore there exists a *-homomorphism ρ :Ǩ n →K n such that ρ(aě n b) = aê n b for all a, b ∈ A. It follows that the composition ρ • π|K n is the identity map hence proving our claim thatπ|K n is injective. In order to prove (iii) it suffices to show that for each n, π is injective on the sub-C*-algebra of C * (R, E) given by
where the K n are defined in (2.7.iii) (note that B n is indeed a sub-C*-algebra by [P: 1.5.8] ). In fact, once this is granted we see that π is isometric on the union of all B n which is dense in C * (R, E). This would prove that π is isometric on all of C * (R, E).
We now claim that (k 0 , . . . ,k n ) is an n-redundancy. In order to prove it let x ∈K n and note that (k 0 + · · · +k n )x ∈K n by (2.4). But sinceπ (k 0 + · · · +k n )x = 0 andπ is injective onK n we have that (k 0 + · · · +k n )x = 0 as claimed. Sok 0 + · · · +k n lies in the redundancy ideal and hence
are injective.
Proof. Follows immediately from our last result.
⊓ ⊔
From now on we will therefore identify A with A and also with q(A).
Stationary equivalence relations.
In this section we will study approximately proper equivalence relations which have a specially simple description.
4.1.
Definition. An approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE over a unital C*-algebra A is said to be stationary if there exists an unital injective *-endomorphism α : A → A such that R n+1 = α(R n ) for all n.
In this case observe that R n is simply the range of α n . Throughout this section we will fix a stationary approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE over A. We will also fix an endomorphism α as above.
Let E be a given faithful conditional expectation from A to R 1 . Define conditional expectations E n from A to R n by
It is easy to see that E n+1 • E n = E n+1 for every n.
4.2. Definition. We will say that a sequence of conditional expectations E = {E n } n∈AE is stationary if it is obtained as above from a single faithful conditional expectation E : A → R 1 .
Throughout this section we will fix a stationary sequence of conditional expectations as above. Observe that the composition L = α −1 E is a transfer operator in the sense of [E1: 2.1]. We may then form the crossed-product A ⋊ α,L AE as in [E1: 3.7] . Denote by γ the scalar gauge action [E2:
The main result we wish to present in this section is in order:
4.3. Theorem. With the hypothesis introduced in this section C * (R, E) is isomorphic to the sub-C*-algebra of the crossed-product algebra A ⋊ α,L AE formed by the fixed points for the scalar gauge action.
Proof. Follows immediately from [E2: 6.5] since the algebraǓ mentioned there (see also [E2: 4.8] ) is isomorphic to C * (R, E) by (3.6.iii). For the proof that the fixed point algebra is preciselyǓ see [M: 4.1] .
⊓ ⊔
We may now finally give a nontrivial example of our construction. Let A be an n × n matrix of zeros and ones without any zero rows or columns and let (X, T ) be the corresponding Markov sub-shift. Define the endomorphism α of C(X) by α(f ) = f • T , for all f in C(X). Also let E be the conditional expectation from C(X) to the range of α given by
We may then form R and E as above. By [E1: 6.2] one has that C(X) ⋊ α,L AE is the Cuntz-Krieger algebra O A . By (4.3) we then have that C * (R, E) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of O A formed by the fixed point algebra for the gauge action. When n = 2 and A = 1 1 1 1 we then have that C * (R, E) is isomorphic to the CAR algebra.
Gauge automorphisms.
In this section we return to the general case, therefore fixing a C*-algebra A, an approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE , and a sequence E = {E n } n∈AE of compatible conditional expectations as before. We wish to introduce the notions of potentials and their corresponding gauge automorphisms which will be the object of study of later sections. We start with a simple technical fact: 5.1. Proposition. Let i ≤ n and let b ∈ Z(R i ) (meaning the center of R i ) then
Proof. We have
Definition. By a potential we will mean a sequence z = {z n } n∈AE such that z n belongs to Z(R n ) for every n ∈ AE.
Given a potential z observe that every z n commutes with every other z m . Therefore we may set
without worrying about the order of the factors. We will also use the notation z −[n] to mean z [n] −1 when the latter exists.
If w = {w n } n∈AE is another potential it is clear that zw := {z n w n } n∈AE is again a potential and that
Potentials may be used to define automorphisms as follows:
5.3. Proposition. Let u = {u n } n∈AE be a unitary potential (in the sense that each u n is a unitary element). Then there is an automorphismφ u of T (R, E) such that
Moreover, given another unitary potential v one has thatφ uv =φ uφv .
Proof. For every n ∈ AE let f n = u
so the f n are decreasing. For a ∈ A we have
By the universal property of T (R, E) there exist a *-homomorphismφ u : T (R, E) → T (R, E) satisfying the conditions in the statement, except possibly for the fact thatφ u is an automorphism. Given another unitary potential v one can easily prove thatφ uv =φ uφv by checking on the generators.
n } n∈AE we than have thatφ u −1 andφ u are each others inverse and henceφ u is an automorphism.
⊓ ⊔ 5.4. Proposition. For every unitary potential u the automorphismφ u leaves the redundancy ideal invariant (in the sense that the image of the redundancy ideal underφ u is exactly the redundancy ideal) and hence drops to an automorphism ϕ u of C * (R, E) which is the identity on A and such that
Proof. It is elementary to verify thatφ
is a redundancy and henceφ u (k 0 + · · · + k n ) lies in the redundancy ideal. So we see thatφ u sends the redundancy ideal in itself. Since the same holds forφ u −1 =φ −1 u if follows that the image of the redundancy ideal underφ u is precisely the redundancy ideal and hence the proof is concluded. ⊓ ⊔ So far we have introduced single gauge automorphisms, but now we would like to define one-parameter groups of such:
(i) A potential h = {h n } n∈AE is said to be strictly positive when for each n there exists a real number c n > 0 such that h n ≥ c n . (ii) Given a strictly positive potential h = {h n } n∈AE and a complex number z we denote by h z the potential {h z n } n∈AE , and by
[n] , for n ∈ AE.
(iii) The gauge action for a strictly positive potential h is the one-parameter group σ = {σ t } t∈Ê of automorphisms of C * (R, E) given by σ t = ϕ h it for all t ∈ Ê. Given a, b ∈ A and n ∈ AE observe that
It is therefore clear that the gauge action is strongly continuous.
Finite index.
Starting with this section we will restrict ourselves to the case in which the E n are of index-finite type according to [Wa: 1.2.2] . We refer the reader to [Wa] for the basic definitions and facts about index-finite type conditional expectations, which will now acquire a preponderant role in our study.
6.1. Proposition. If E m is of index-finite type then its restriction to each R n , where n ≤ m, is also of index-finite type. Moreover if {u 1 , . . . , u k } is a quasi-basis for E m then {E n (u 1 ), . . . , E n (u k )} is a quasi-basis for the restriction of E m to R n .
Proof. For every a ∈ R n we have that
Suppose that the restriction of E m to R n is of index-finite type and let {v 1 , . . . , v k } ⊆ R n be a quasi-basis for it. Then
Proof. Let a, b ∈ A and observe that
is an m-redundancy from where (i) follows. Obviously (ii) follows from (i). ⊓ ⊔ 6.3. Corollary. If all of the E n are of index-finite type then the K n are increasing and C * (R, E) is the closure of n∈AE K n .
Proof. By (6.1) we have that E n+1 | R n is of index-finite type. Hence by (6.2) we have that K n ⊆ K n+1 . Since A = K 0 and for every n we have that e n ∈ K n the conclusion follows.
⊓ ⊔
In the finite index case we have the following elementary description of the K n :
where L Rn (A) denotes the set of all (not necessarily adjointable or even continuous) additive right R n -linear maps on A (where A is identified with M n via i n ).
so that i n is a Banach space isomorphism onto its range which is therefore a complete normed space, hence closed. Since i n (A) is dense in M n we conclude that i n (A) = M n . We will therefore identify M n and A. It is clear that K n ⊆ L Rn (A). In order to prove the converse inclusion let {u 1 , . . . , u n } be a quasi-basis for E n . Then, given any additive R n -linear map T on A and a ∈ A we have
This last result gives a curious description of the dense subalgebra n∈AE K n of C * (R, E), namely that it is formed by the additive operators which are linear with respect to some R n . Observe that this is not quite the same as requiring linearity with respect to the intersection of the R n ! One of the main tools in our study from now on will be a certain conditional expectation from C * (R, E) to A. Unfortunately we can only show its existence in the finite-index case.
6.5. Proposition. If all of the E n are of index-finite type then there exists a conditional expectation
such that for each n ∈ AE one has that
Proof. Set λ n = ind(E n+1 | Rn ) so that λ = {λ n } n∈AE is a potential in the sense of definition (5.2) and the proposed value for G(e n ) above is just λ − [n] . Observe moreover that λ −[n] commutes with R n−1 .
Let n ∈ AE be fixed. Observing that K n is isomorphic toǨ n by (3.6.iii) and arguing exactly as in [E2:
8.4] we conclude that there exists a positive A-bimodule map G n :
. We claim that G n+1 extends G n . In fact let {u 1 , . . . , u k } be a quasi-basis for E n+1 . Then by (6.1) we have that {E n (u 1 ), . . . , E n (u k )} is a quasi-basis for E n+1 | Rn .
By (6.2.i) we have that
The claim then follows easily from the fact that both G n and G n+1 are A-bimodule maps.
As a consequence we see that each G n restricts to the identity on A and hence G n is a conditional expectation from K n to A. Conditional expectations are always contractive so there exists a common extension G : C * (R, E) → A which is the desired map. Suppose that A is commutative and that G ′ is another conditional expectation from C * (R, E) to A. Given n let {u 1 , . . . , u k } be a quasi-basis for E n and hence by (6.2.i) we have [Wa: 1.7 .1]). Once knowing that G and G ′ coincide on the e n it is easy to see that G = G ′ . ⊓ ⊔
KMS states.
In this section we will begin the general study of KMS states for gauge actions on C * (R, E). We refer the reader to [BR] and [P] for the basic theory of KMS states.
Given what are probably limitations in our methods we will all but have to assume that A is commutative. To be precise we will suppose from now on that the conditional expectations E n satisfy the following trace-like property:
which is obviously the case when A is commutative. Unfortunately we have no interesting non-commutative example of this situation but since we do not really have to suppose that A is commutative and in the hope that some such example will be found we will proceed without the commutativity of A.
We will moreover assume that all of the E n are of index-finite type and will denote by G the conditional expectation given by (6.5). Our first result is that any KMS state factors through G.
7.2. Proposition. Let h be a strictly positive potential, let β > 0, and let φ be a (σ, β)-KMS state (i.e. a KMS state for σ at inverse temperature β) on C * (R, E) for the gauge action σ associated to h.
Proof. Given a, b ∈ A and n ∈ AE it is clear from (5.6) that ae n b is an analytic element with
We claim that
In order to prove it we use the KMS condition as follows
proving ( †). We next claim that φ(ae n+1 ) = φ(λ −1 n ae n ), ∀ a ∈ A, where λ n is defined in (6.5). In order to prove this claim let {v 1 , . . . , v k } ⊆ R n be a quasi-basis for the restriction of E n+1 to R n . Then by (6.2.i) we have for all x ∈ A that
Since v i ∈ R n and since h −β[n+1] commutes with R n we have that
, by the trace-like property of E n+1 . We then conclude that
Using ( †) once more we have that
So when x = λ −1 n a we have that φ(xe n ) = φ(ae n+1 ) which is precisely the identity we were looking for. By induction we then have that
As the closed linear span of the set of elements of the form ae n b is dense in C * (R, E) the proof is complete. ⊓ ⊔
In particular it follows that every KMS state is determined by its restriction to A. It is therefore useful to know which states on A occur as the restriction of a KMS state.
7.3. Proposition. Let φ be a state on A and let β > 0. Then the composition ψ = φ • G is a (σ, β)-KMS state if and only if
where Λ = {Λ n } n∈AE is the potential given by Λ n = h −β n λ n .
Proof. Suppose that ψ is a (σ, β)-KMS state. Then for all a, b, c, d ∈ A and all n ∈ AE we have
Observe that the left hand side of ( †) equals
Meanwhile the right hand side of ( †) equals
In order to prove the converse we first claim that if φ satisfies the condition in the statement for n = 1 then φ must be a trace. In fact, observing that Λ
[1] = Λ 0 ∈ Z(A) we have for all a, b ∈ A that
where we have again used the trace-like property of E 1 . Supposing now that φ satisfies the above condition not only for n = 1 but for all n ∈ AE let us prove that ψ is a KMS state. For this we would like to prove that
for all a, b, c, d ∈ A and n, m ∈ AE. Supposing that n ≤ m the left hand side of ( ‡) equals
so the above equals
Meanwhile the right hand side of ( ‡) equals
∈ R n we therefore see that ( ‡) is proved under the hypothesis that n ≤ m. If, on the other hand, n ≥ m the left hand side of ( ‡) becomes
.
The right hand side of ( ‡) equals
The conclusion follows once more because
Putting together our last two results we reach one of our main goals:
7.4. Theorem. Let R be an approximately proper equivalence relation on a C*-algebra A and let E = {E n } n∈AE be a sequence of conditional expectations of index-finite type defined on A with E n (A) = R n satisfying (7.1) and E n+1 • E n = E n+1 for every n. Also let h be any strictly positive potential and denote by σ the associated gauge action on C * (R, E). Then for every β > 0 the correspondence ψ → φ = ψ| A is a bijection from the set of (σ, β)-KMS states ψ on C * (R, E) and the set of states φ on A satisfying
where Λ = {Λ n } n∈AE is the potential given by Λ n = h −β n λ n . The inverse of this correspondence is given by φ → ψ = φ • G, where G is given in (6.5).
Existence of KMS states.
Theorem (7.4) gives a precise characterization of the KMS states on C * (R, E) in terms of states on A satisfying certain conditions. It does not say, however, if such states exist. We will now take up the task of showing the existence of at least one KMS state for each inverse temperature β > 0. We begin with a technical result which says that the conditions on φ required by (7.3) increase in strength with n.
8.1. Proposition. Let φ be a state on A and suppose that the formula
holds for n = k + 1, where k ∈ AE is given. Then the formula holds for n = k. Proof. For each n ∈ AE let F n be the operator on A given by
Then the formula in the statement is equivalent to F * n (φ) = φ, where F * n refers to the transpose operator on the dual of A.
We claim that for all n one has that
Given that F * k+1 (φ) = φ we have
We now arrive at the main result of this section.
8.2. Theorem. Let R be an approximately proper equivalence relation on a C*-algebra A and let E = {E n } n∈AE be a sequence of conditional expectations of index-finite type defined on A with E n (A) = R n satisfying (7.1) and E n+1 • E n = E n+1 for every n. Also let h be any strictly positive potential and denote by σ the associated gauge action on C * (R, E). Then for every β > 0 there exists at least one (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E).
Proof. For each n ∈ AE let S n be set of all states on A satisfying F * n (φ) = φ, where F n is the operator defined in the beginning of the proof of (8.1). It is clear that the S n are closed subsets of the state space of A and hence compact.
We claim that S n is nonempty for every n. In order to prove this let τ be any trace on A. Observe that traces on A may be obtained by composing any state with E 1 . For a given n, let φ = F * n (τ ). Since F 2 n = F n it is clear that F * n (φ) = φ. Moreover φ is a positive linear functional because for all a ∈ A + we have
Dividing φ by φ(1) (observe that φ(1) = 0 by [Wa: 2.1.5]) thus gives an element of S n so that S n = ∅. By (8.1) we have that the S n are decreasing so their intersection is nonempty. Any φ belonging to that intersection is a state on A satisfying the condition in (7.3) and hence φ • G is a (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E). ⊓ ⊔ It should be noticed that the method employed above may be used to give an iterative process to produce KMS states: start with any state φ 0 on A and define
Any weak accumulation point of the sequence {φ n } n will be a state φ on A satisfying (7.3) and hence φ • G is the desired KMS state.
In the present level of generality there is not much more we can say about KMS states. In the following sections we will discuss an example in which KMS states will be proven to be unique as well.
Thermodynamic formalism and uniquenes of KMS states.
In this part of the paper we will show a relationship between the KMS states we have been discussing and the Gibbs states of Thermodynamic Formalism, as developed by Bowen, Ruelle, and Sinai [Bo] , [Ru1] , [Ru2] , [Ru3] .
Throughout the rest of this section we will fix a compact metric space X and a local homeomorphism T : X → X. We will also let α be the endomorphism of C(X) given by
Consider the equivalence relation on X given by
In the case of the left shift on Bernouli's space (an example to be kept in the back of one's mind) this equivalence relation turns out to be the tail-equivalence relation which is not proper. However it is easy to see that it is always approximately proper, and that it is the union of the equivalence relations R n given by
Clearly each R n is proper and the algebra C(X; R n ) is precisely the range of α n . For simplicity we will denote the latter algebra by R n .
We now need conditional expectations E n from C(X) onto R n and these will be obtained as follows. By the assumption that T is a local homeomorphism and that X is compact we see that T is necessarily a covering map. The inverse image under T of each x ∈ X is therefore a finite set. Given a continuous strictly positive function p : X → Ê consider the associated Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator given by
We will assume that p is such that L p is normalized (meaning that L p (1) = 1). This means that for every x ∈ X the association z → p(z) is a probability distribution on the equivalence class of x relative to R 1 .
It is easy to show that L p satisfies the identity
Given f ∈ C(X) one then has that E 1 (f ) x is just the weighted average of f over the equivalence class of x relative to R 1 . Therefore E 1 is a conditional expectation onto R 1 . Likewise E n is a conditional expectation onto R n and because the composition L p • α is the identity map on C(X) we have that E m • E n = E m for m ≥ n. Setting R = {R n } n∈AE and E = {E n } n∈AE we may then speak of C * (R, E). Observe that the present situation is precisely that of a stationary equivalence relation described in section (4).
Given any f ∈ C(X) it is clear that α n (f ) ∈ R n for all n and hence the sequence {α n (f )} n∈AE is a potential. Accordingly we will adopt the notation f
[n] to mean
For later use it is convenient to give an explicit description for L n p as well as E n :
9.4. Lemma. Let n ∈ AE then for every f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X one has that
and
Before giving the proof we should notice that in summations of the form (z,x)∈Rn , which will be often used from now on, the variable which we mean to sum upon will always be the first one mentioned (z in this case) even though equivalence relations are well known to be symmetric.
Proof. (of 9.4) In order to prove the first statement we use induction on n observing that the case n = 1 follows by definition. Given n ≥ 1 we have
Notice that a pair (z, w) is such that T n (z) = x and T (w) = z if and only if it is of the form (T (w), w) where T n+1 (w) = x. Therefore the above equals
proving the first statement. The second statement then follows easily.
⊓ ⊔
In the sequel we compute the index of our conditional expectations.
9.5. Proposition. For each n ∈ N we have that E n+1 | Rn is of index-finite type and ind(E n+1 | Rn ) = α n (p −1 ).
be a finite open covering of X such that the restriction of T to each V i is one-to-one and let {v i } m i=1 be a partition of unit subordinate to this covering. Set u i = (p −1 v i ) 1/2 and observe that for every f ∈ C(X) and x ∈ X one has that
Therefore {u 1 , . . . , u m } is a quasi-basis for E 1 so that
Next observe that the diagram
is commutative. Therefore E n+1 | Rn is conjugate to E 1 under α n and so ind(
We therefore have that each E n is of index-finite type. Also notice that in the notation of (6.5) we have proven that λ n = α n (p −1 ). Let H be a strictly positive continuous function on X. Setting h n = α n (H) for every n ∈ AE we have that h := {h n } n∈AE is a strictly positive potential in the sense of (5.5). The corresponding gauge action will be denoted by σ.
We are interested in showing that for every β > 0 there exists a unique (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E), thus improving on Theorem (8.2).
Given β > 0 consider the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator associated to
In order to achieve our goal we will need to use the celebrated Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius Theorem whose conclusions are:
9.6. Conclusions of the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius.
a) There exists a unique pair (c H,β , ν H,β ) such that c H,β is a strictly positive real number, ν H,β is a probability measure on X, and
where L * H,β refers to the transpose operator on the dual of C(X), which in turn is identified with the space of finite regular Borel measures on X. b) There exists a strictly positive continuous function k H,β on X such that
where the limit is with respect to the (sup) norm topology of C(X).
Initally proven for the shift on the one-sided Bernouli's space [Ru1: Theorem 3] this Theorem has been proved to hold under more general hypothesis: see for example [Bo] , [Ru2] , [W1] , [C] , [Ru3] , [F] , [K] , [Ba] , [FJ1] , [W2] , [FJ2] .
The reader is referred to the above articles for more details on the various hypothesis under which the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius holds so we will simply assume its conclusions as above.
Later we will consider a situation in which the above conclusions do not hold causing the phenomena of phase-transitions. This model is known as the Fisher-Felderhof model [L2] , [L3] , [FL] .
9.7. Definition. The probability ν H,β is called the Gibbs state associated to H −β .
In the sequel we show the following elementary relationship between the operators L p and L H,β :
9.8. Proposition. Given β > 0 and n ∈ AE we have that
where the potential Λ = {Λ n } n∈AE was defined in (7.3) by Λ n = h −β n λ n . Proof. In the present situation we have that h n = α n (H) and λ n = α n (p −1 ) so that
Next observe that for f ∈ C(X) we have
The conclusion now follows easily by induction using (9.2).
We will now show that the Gibbs states indeed give KMS states on C * (R, E):
9.9. Proposition. For every β > 0 the state φ H,β on C(X) corresponding via the Riesz representation Theorem to the Gibbs state ν H,β satisfies the conditions of (7.3) and hence the composition
Proof. The condition that ν H,β is an eigenmeasure for L H,β gives for every f ∈ C(X) and any n ∈ AE that
where g ∈ C(X), we obtain
In order to prove the condition in (7.3) we then compute
This concludes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ Our next main goal will be to show that the state ψ H,β given by the above result is the unique (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E).
9.10. Theorem. Let T be a local homeomorphism on a compact metric space X and consider the approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE , where each R n is given by (9.1). Let p : X → Ê be a strictly positive continuous function satisfying T (z)=x p(z) = 1 for every x ∈ X and define the sequence of conditional expectations E = {E n } n∈AE as in (9.3). Let H be a strictly positive continuous function on X and consider the one parameter automorphism group of C * (R, E) given by the potential h := {H • T n } n∈AE . Assuming (9.6) we have that for every β > 0 the state ψ H,β given by (9.9) is the unique (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E).
Proof. Let ψ be a (σ, β)-KMS state on C * (R, E) and let φ be its restriction to C(X). By (7.2) we have that ψ = φ • G so it suffices to show that φ = φ H,β . Fix f ∈ C(X) and notice that by (7.3) we have
We next claim that if we replace the argument of α n in ( †) by its limit, namely φ H,β (f )k H,β , we will arrive at an expression which converges to φ(f ) as n → ∞. In order to prove this we compute
The claim will be proven once we show that the expression c
) is bounded from above with n. In fact, as k H,β is strictly positive, there exists m > 0 such that k H,β > m. Therefore plugging f :
from where one easily deduces the desired boundedness. Summarizing we have proven that
for every f ∈ C(X). Since both φ and φ H,β evaluate to 1 on the constant function f = 1, it follows that
As a consequence we have:
9.11. Corollary. Let X, T , R, p, and E be as in (9.10). Then C * (R, E) admits a unique trace.
Proof. Set H = 1 in (9.10) so that the corresponding one parameter automorphism group is the trivial one.
Fixing an arbitrary β > 0 observe that the (σ, β)-KMS states on C * (R, E) are precisely the traces. The conclusion then follows from (9.10).
Conditional minima.
So far we have studied KMS states at positive temperature and we have seen how they relate to the Gibbs states of statistical mechanics. We next want to discuss ground states but before that we need to study the notion of conditional minimum points. Our discussion in this and the next section may be viewed as a special case of Renault's study of ground-state cocycles over groupoids [Re1: Section 3] . We begin with some notation: 10.1. Definition. Let R be a proper equivalence relation on the compact space X, let h be a continuous real function on X, and let C be a closed subset of X. We denote by:
(i) M h,C the set of minimum points for h over C, namely
h the union of all M h,C as C range in the quotient space X/R (observe that each C ∈ X/R is a closed subset of X).
Observe that a necessary and sufficient condition for x to be in M R h is that
For this reason the points in M R h should be called conditional minimum points of h. Observe also that our hypotheses imply that M h,C is nonempty for every C ∈ X/R so one sees that M R h meets every single equivalence class.
Even though M h,C is closed for every equivalence class C it may be that M Let {x i } i be a net in M R h converging to a point x in X which we assume by contradiction does not belong to M R h . Therefore there exists y in X with (x, y) ∈ R such that h(y) < h(x). Let α be any real number with h(y) < α < h(x), and let U be the open set given by U = {t ∈ X : h(t) < α},
Since π is an open mapping we have that π(U ) is open so there exists some i 0 such that for all i ≥ i 0 one has that π(x i ) ∈ π(U ). Given that h(x) > α there exists j ≥ i 0 such that h(x j ) > α. Insisting that π(x j ) ∈ π(U ) pick z ∈ U such that π(z) = π(x j ) and observe that because z ∈ U we have that
which contradicts the fact that
So far we have been considering a proper equivalence relation R on a compact set X and a continuous real function h on X. From now on we will assume that R is such that the quotient map π : X → X/R is a covering map, which incidentally implies that R is open. We wish to add to this setup a conditional expectation E from C(X) to R := C(X; R) which will be obtained as follows: fix a strictly positive continuous function p on X and let E : C(X) → R be given by
(10.4)
If we assume that
it is easy to see that E is indeed a conditional expectation onto R.
The following is the main result of this section. It will be the crucial technical tool in our characterization of ground states.
10.6. Lemma. Let R be a proper equivalence relation on a compact space X such that the corresponding quotient map is a covering map. Let p be a strictly positive continuous function on X satisfying (10.5) and define the conditional expectation E as in (10.4). If h is another strictly positive continuous functions on X define for each real number β ≥ 0 the operator E β on C(X) by
Then for every probability measure µ on X the following conditions are equivalent:
(iv) The inequality in (iii) holds for f = g = 1.
Proof. We begin with the proof that (i) implies (ii). For this let f, g ∈ C(X), and β ≥ 0. We have by (i) that
For x ∈ M R h and y such that (y, x) ∈ R we have by (10.2) that
It is evident that (ii) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (iv) so it remains to prove that (iv) ⇒ (i). For this purpose assume (iv) and suppose that x 0 ∈ X \ M R h . It suffices to show that there exists a neighborhood U of x 0 such that µ(U ) = 0.
Given that x 0 / ∈ M R h there exists y 0 ∈ X such that (y 0 , x 0 ) ∈ R and h(x 0 ) > h(y 0 ). One may then choose a real number c > 1, and open sets U and V with x 0 ∈ U , y 0 ∈ V , and such that h(x) > ch(y) whenever x ∈ U and y ∈ V . By reducing the size of both U and V we may assume that π, the quotient map, is a homeomorphism restricted to each of U and V and also such that π(U ) = π(V ). Consequently there exists a homeomorphism τ : U → V such that π(x) = π(τ (x)) for all x ∈ U . In particular
which is finite by (iv), so that for every β ≥ 0 one has
where the last inequality is a consequence of replacing X by the smaller set U and replacing the sum by a single summand, namely when y = τ (x). Let m be the (positive) infimum of p over X so that we conclude that
Since β is arbitrary and c > 1 we have that µ(U ) = 0 as desired. ⊓ ⊔ 11. Ground states.
In this section we will apply the conclusions reached above to study ground states on C * (R, E). The setup for now will be as follows: X will be a compact Hausdorff space and R = {R n } n∈AE an approximately proper equivalence relation on X. We will also fix a real potential h = {h n } n∈AE . Recall from (5.2) that this means that each h n is a continuous real functions in R n := C(X; R n ).
11.1. Proposition. For every n ∈ AE let M n be the set of conditional minimum points of h [n] relative to R n , namely
in the notation of (10.1.ii). Then M n+1 ⊆ M n .
Proof. Let x ∈ M n+1 . In order to show that x ∈ M n we will employ the characterization given in (10.2). So let y be such that (x, y) ∈ R n . Since the R k are increasing we have that (x, y) ∈ R n+1 and hence
Observe that because h n belongs to C(X; R n ) we have that h n (x) = h n (y). Dividing both sides of ( †) by this common value leads to
If one tries to apply the definition of conditional minimum points for the relation R = n∈AE R n , which we are attempting to approximate by the sequence {R n } n∈AE , one is likely to run into some trouble, not least because equivalence classes need not always be closed (in fact they are often dense). An alternative approach is to look at points which are conditional minima for all of the R n .
Definition.
Given an approximately proper equivalence relation R = {R n } n∈AE on a compact space X and a real potential h = {h n } n∈AE we will denote by M R h the intersection of the M Rn h [n] as n range in AE.
11.4. Theorem. (see [Re1: 5.4 ]) Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and R = {R n } n∈AE an approximately proper equivalence relation on X such that the quotient map relative to each R n is a covering map. Fix a strictly positive potential p = {p n } n∈AE satisfying (11.3) and let E n be the conditional expectations provided by (11.3). Also let σ be a one-parameter group of automorphisms of C * (R, E) obtained from a strictly positive potential h. Given a measure µ on X let φ be the state on C(X) given by integration against µ. Then the composition ψ = φ • G is a ground state on C * (R, E) if and only if the support of µ is contained
Proof. Let a, b, c, d ∈ C(X), let n, m ∈ AE, and let z = α + iβ. If n ≤ m we have by (2.4) that
where
, and E β n is defined as in (10.6) in terms of h [n] . If n ≥ m we instead have
where g is as above and f is now aλ
Assuming that the support of µ is contained in M R h it follows from (10.6.ii) that both ( †) and ( ‡) are bounded as z runs in the upper half plane and hence that ψ is a ground state. The converse also follows easily from (10.6).
Ground states and maximizing measures.
Consider a fixed Holder real function H > 0. We sayH is cohomologous to H if there exists a real function V and real constant c such that logH = log
An important point in section (9) is that for a given β the measure ν H,β is an eigenmeasure and therefore not necessarily invariant for the expanding transformation T . Given H there exists however another potential H, cohomologous to H such that the eigenmeasure νH ,β is an invariant measure.
We would like to investigate similar properties for the ground state problem. In principle, it can happen that for a certain H there is no invariant measure µ with support inside M H of Theorem (11.4).
Given H it will follow from our reasoning in this section that the measure µ of Theorem (11.4) associated to a certainH (cohomologous to H) is a maximizing measure in the sense of [CLT] and therefore invariant. These measures are the analogous (for the case of expanding maps) of the Aubry-Mather measures of Lagrangian Mechanics. In the case of the geodesic flow in compact surfaces of negative curvature they exactly correspond under the action of the discrete group of Moebius tranformations in the boundary of the Poincare disk (see [BS] and [LT] ).
We denote by M(T ) the set of invariant probabilities for T . First we will recall some general results for maximizing measures.
12.1. Definition. Given an α-Holder function B we denote
If we denote by ||B|| ∞ the uniform norm, then we define the α-Holder norm of B by ||B|| α = Hol α (B) + ||B|| ∞ . We also let H α be the set of α-Holder functions.
12.2. Definition. Given log H ∈ H α we define
We call any ρ ∈ M H (T ) a maximizing measure for H and it will generically denoted by µ H .
It is shown in [CLT: Proposition 15] that a measure µ is maximizing if and only if its support is contained in the Ω(− log H, T ) set (see [CLT] for definition). This result is the version of Theorem (11.4) above for the case of invariant measures. We refer the reader to [CLT] for general references on the topics considered in the present section.
Consider It can be shown that for any H, the omega-limit set of points in M H (of Theorem (11.4)) is contained in the support of the maximizing measure µ H . Note that M H is not an invariant set for T .
In [CLT] it is shown examples of H where µ H is uniquely ergodic and has positive entropy. Assume T is an expanding transformation on X with degree k and p = 1/k as in section (9). We will consider the associated C * -algebra C * (R, E) as before. Suppose H is strictly positive and Holder and consider the corresponding σ t . We will say that a measure ν is a ground measure when the state on C * (R, E) given by φ = ν • G is a ground state, as in Theorem (11.4).
Note that a measure is maximizing for H Holder, if and only if, it is maximizing forH Holder, where − logH cohomologous to − log H. We will also describe the measure ν associated toH as a maximizing measure for − log H (or for − logH) in the sense of [CLT] .
More precisely, we will show that one can find V > 0, Holder such thatH(x) = H(x) e
has a ground measure ν = µ H , in the sense that, for all f, g ∈ C(X), all m and all complex β such that Re(β) ≥ 0, we have
where σ z is defined byH. We will show that such ν is invariant and for a generic H it will follow from Theorem (12.3) that ν has support in a unique periodic orbit.
We denote from now on m(− log H) = sup{ − log Hdρ|ρ ∈ M(T )}. Note that m(− log H + V − V • T ) = sup{ − log Hdρ|ρ ∈ M(T )} = m(− log H), because we are considering ρ an invariant measure.
By [CLT] , there exist V : X → Ê, Holder continuous strictly positive and satisfying for all x the inequality
This inequality is called a sub-cohomological equation. The inequality is an equality for x in the support of µ H . The function V is defined by
For z ∈ X, and n ∈ AE, denote x i n (z), i ∈ {1, 2, .., k n }, the k n solutions of T n (z) = x. Fix a point x from now on. We are going to define a sequence of points y n inductively. We set y 0 = x, and for y 1 , we choose a point over the set {z| T (z) = y 0 } such that V (T (y 1 )) − V (y 1 ) = − log H(x) − m(− log H).
From the definition of V one can easily show that there is always such point y 1 . Inductively, given y i , for y i+1 , we choose a point over the set {z|T
Note that T (y i+1 ) = y i , for all i. Consider µ n = 1 n n−1 l=0 δ y l , and by compactness a measure ν such that is a weak limit ν = lim r→∞ µ nr . This is our candidate for being a ground measure forH = H e −V +V •T . We assume from now on that H is such that µ H is unique (and uniquely ergodic from [CLT] ).
12.4. Proposition. ν = µ H .
Proof. V (x) is Holder continuous on x, therefore bounded, then
Therefore, ν = µ H and does not depend on x. We denote such ν by ν ∞ . This measure is invariant.
Consider φ the state satisfying: for all m ∈ AE
We are interested in φ such that it is a ground state forH = He V −V •T . The conclusion is that the minimizing measure µ H = ν ∞ determines the ground state φ ν∞ It follows from this propostion that 12.6. Theorem. Given H > 0 Holder, there is V > 0 Holder, such that if ν ∞ is the maximizing measure for − log H, then the state φ defined by
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for all m ∈ AE, f ∈ C(X), is a ground-state for the potentialH = He −V +V •T .
The conclusion is that, if one considers p = 1/k and H > 0, then the state φ ν∞ associated to AubryMather measure ν ∞ for H is a ground-state for someH (such that logH is cohomologous to log H).
Phase transitions.
We consider in this section an interesting example of KMS state for β = 1 associated with the shift T in 2 symbols {0, 1} and p = 1/2. We will define a special potential H. We will show that not always the equilibrium measures (Statistical Mechanics) for the pressure are associated to KMS states (Quantum Statistical Mechanics). We refer the reader to [H] , [L2] , [L3] , [FL] , [Y] , [L1] for references and results about the topics discussed in this section.
We are going to introduce the Fisher-Fedenhorf model of Statistical Mechanics in the therminology of Bernouli spaces and Thermodynamic Formalism [H] . We define X to be the shift space X = {0, 1} AE and denote by T : X → X the left shift map. We write z = (z 0 z 1 . . .) for a point in X and is a partition of X; in other words these sets are disjoint and their union is the whole space (minus the point (111 . . .)). Note that T maps M k bijectively onto M k−1 for k ≥ 1, and onto X for k = 0. Also note that the point (111 . . .) is fixed by T .
For a fixed real constant γ > 1 we consider the function g on X such that g(111 . . . .) = 0, g(x) = a k := −γ log k + 1 k , for x ∈ M k , for k = 0, and g(x) = a 0 := − log(ζ(γ)), for x ∈ M 0 , where ζ is the Riemann zeta function. By definition, ζ(γ) = (1 −γ + 2 −γ + . . .)
and so the reason for defining a 0 in such a way is that, if we define s k = a 0 + a 1 + . . . + a k , then Σe s k = 1. From now on we assume γ > 2, otherwise we have to consider sigma-finite measures and not probabilities in our problem.
The potential 1 < ( g(x) , for x ∈ M k , is not Hölder and in fact is not of summable variation. Note that H(111 . . .) = 1. The pressure P (− log H) = P (g) = P (log p + log 2 − 1 log H) = 0 and one can show that there exist two equilibrium states for such a potential g (in the sense of minimizing measures for the variational problem): a point mass (the Dirac delta δ(111 . . .)) at (111 . . .), and a second measure which we shall denote byμ (see [H] ).
The existence of two invariant probabilities:μ and δ (111...) ; for the variational problem of pressure defines what is called a phase transition in the sense of Statistical Mechanics [H] , [L3] .
We will describe bellow how to define this measureμ. Consider as in [H] L * g , the dual of the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius operator L g associated to g, where the action of L g on continuous functions is given by L β=1 (φ)(y) = T (x)=y e g(x) φ(x).
The function P (−β log H) = P (βg) is strictly monotone for β < 1 and constant equal zero for β > 1 (see [H] , [L1] ).
We claim that there is a unique probability measure ν on X which satisfies L * g ν = ν [FL] , [H] . To prove this, note first that ν cannot have any mass at (111 . . .); it follows that M 0 has positive mass, and the stipulation that ν be an eigenmeasure then gives a recurrence relation for the masses of M k . Since T (M k ) = M k−1 for k ≥ 1, we have that the masses of the sets in this partition are
In particular, ν(0) = ν(M 0 ) = e s0 = e a0 = 1 ζ(γ) .
By the same reasoning, ν is determined on all higher cylinder sets for the partition (M k ) ∞ k=0 . Hence ν exists and is unique but not invariant.
The measure ν defined above is the unique eigenmeasure for L * g . The measure defined by the delta-Dirac on (111 . . .) is invariant but is not a fixed eigenmeasure for L * g . There exists f such that L g (f ) = f and logH = (f • T − f ) − g definesH cohomologous to e g (see [H] ). − logH defines for the pressure P (− logH) the same two equilibrium measures (as for g = − log H): the invariant measureμ = f dν and the delta-Dirac on (111 . . .). L * H has a unique eigenmeasureμ = f dν which is invariant.
This measureμ defines a KMS state φ for suchH, β = 1. We can conclude from the above considerations that not always an equilibrium probability ρ for the pressure is associated to a KMS state φ ρ whithout the hypothesis that H is Holder and H > 1. In the present example, this happen because ρ = δ (111...) is not an eigenmeasure of L * H but it is an equilibrium measure for P (−β logH) with β = 1.
In [L2] and [L3] the lack of differentiability of the Free energy is analyzed and in [L3] , [FL] , [Y] it is shown that such systems present polynomial decay of correlation. In [L1] it is presented a dynamical model with three equilirium states.
